
PRICING STRATEGIES BUSINESS PLAN

Here are 6 strategies that businesses implement when pricing products and services: 1-pricing at a premium, 2-for
market penetration.

Although it could be useful for your business, it also could end up crippling your company. Example: Mobile
phone rates in India; housing loans etc. Or, would you go for a lawnmower somewhere in the middle? This
combination helps the business enter a new market even when strong competitors exist, and it builds loyalty
with new customers from the beginning. For this forecast to become a reality, it will require either: a
additional consultants to join the firm or b some members of CSG to work full-time on group activities. What
is the task they are facing? However it is not the same as a value pricing approach which we come to shortly.
Do you clearly understand your market and price elasticity of demand or inelasticity? Because customers need
to perceive products as being worth the higher price tag, a business has to work hard to create a perception of
value. However price is a versatile element of the mix as we will see. Supermarkets often have economy
brands for soups, spaghetti, etc. If so, can you gain economies of scale in the production of your product, or in
the distribution of your service? If demand does not change much if the price goes up or down to a certain
point , then demand is inelastic. Step 3: Analyze your target audience. Reducing price does not generally
increase value. Sometimes this strategy is referred to as a rock-bottom pricing strategy, or a low price leader
strategy. In time, CSG may consider a cash-and-equity arrangement, or potentially all equity for specific
projects. The costs of marketing and promoting a product are kept to a minimum. While the first step is
grounded in your business goals, this step ensures that your pricing strategy considers the context of the
market in which your product or service will compete. The argument is that the marketer should change
product , place or promotion in some way before resorting to pricing reductions. Find out how much these
indirect competitors cost the customer. These companies need to land grab large numbers of consumers to
make it worth their while, so they offer free telephones or satellite dishes at discounted rates in order to get
people to sign up for their services. Premium pricing This kind of pricing is coupled with providing superior
benefits or service compared to your competitors, to justify that higher price. Yes, if you have unique services,
features and benefits, your customer will pay for those additional and unique characteristics. Your Best Pricing
Strategy You will be able to get the price you want; if you plan for it. Price therefore may be an indication of
quality or benefits in unfamiliar markets. This approach is used where external factors such as recession or
increased competition force companies to provide value products and services to retain sales e. Product
Positioning The first element of price setting is understanding where your product or service is positioned in
the market: Are you pricing for survival? Our services are tailored specifically to the unique needs of small
and emerging businesses and focus on practical, short-term actions that can improve overall business
execution. Companies will attempt to increase the amount customers spend once they start to buy. Price is
only one of four elements of your marketing mix along with the other three: product, promotion and place
however price is the only element of your mix that provides revenue, the other elements are costs there is cost
in building your product or service, promoting it, and placing or distributing it. More importantly, you can
estimate how a price change can impact your revenue. You may choose to set a higher price point for winter
clothes in your cold-climate retail stores than you do in your warm-climate stores. Optional Product Pricing.
Before we can begin with this stage of pricing, we will need more experienced finance and accounting skills to
determine proper equity stakes that should be requested, etc. QuickBooks makes it easy for you to monitor
relevant sales data in one place. Here sellers combine several products in the same package. Value Pricing.
Alternative pricing methods, such as captive or companion pricing, premium pricing, generic or economy
pricing, differential pricing can be highly effective in competitive markets. Because the same products are
available from multiple sources, the consumer buying decision is simply to select the retailer with the lowest
price. Several pricing strategies exist for products and services, and choosing the best for your business
depends greatly upon your overall long-term business strategy. Economy Pricing. The company then lowers
prices gradually as competitor goods appear on the market. The logic is that over time you become more
efficient and can take advantage of bulk purchasing of raw materials, such that you begin to achieve
profitability at that low price. The market cares most about price because the product is viewed as a
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commodity.


